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Where will all the
Trees Come From?

N

EEDLESS to say, I fully support all the plans to plant
trees in the coming few years. It’s something we
desperately need and I believe that it’s vitally important
that we do so for the future of our planet. However, have you
ever stopped to consider where these trillions of trees worldwide and billions in the UK are going to come from?
Will our nurseries have an
endless supply of native species’
whips for us eager tree planters to
get in the ground? I don’t think so.
In a desperate effort to supply our needs will
our nurseries be forced to import more plants
from abroad? Needless to say, that would raise
many questions, not least of all would be “what
new pests and diseases would that bring into
our green and pleasant land?”
Norfolk County Council’s excellent Tree
Planting and Resilience Strategy plans to plant
one million trees in the county over the next five
years but already the question of supply has
been raised. Indeed, one of the teams we setup to take the plan forward has been charged
with securing a safe, reliable source of supply.
Why haven’t we been setting up our own
tree nurseries to ensure a reliable supply of
known provenance and disease-free trees? I
know that some Tree Warden Networks
(particularly our neighbours in South Norfolk)
have done just that with great success, so
should we do that? Would you be interested in
helping with the setting up and management of
our own tree nursery, growing native tree
species with known provenance?
We have the knowledge and experience
among our numbers. For example, when I was
giving James Cleaver (Tree Warden for
Salhouse) his inaugural training in January I
was both amazed and impressed at his efforts
to grow his own trees from seed.
It means that James’ garden is taken over
with his project, not to mention his deep freeze!
However, I’m sure we could find some unused
allotments (at a reasonable price of course) and
we could even purchase our own freezer so that
James’ steaks no longer have a taste of oak or
sweet chestnut!
What do you think? It wouldn’t just be for
our Network. As I learned from James, we
could easily raise enough whips to be able to
contribute to Norfolk County Council’s efforts,
not to mention our own planting schemes.

M

ARK
KINVER
recently
reported on the excellent
BBC News website that MPs
quizzed Environment Secretary
Theresa Villiers on the government's tree-planting strategy.
The Conservatives made a manifesto
pledge to plant up to 75,000 acres of trees
annually by 2050 and Ms Villiers said she hoped
a £640m nature-for-climate fund would "deliver
a massive uplift in tree planting".
However,
Labour's
environment
spokesman said billions of trees needed to be
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planted by 2050, not the millions projected by
the government.
Responding to a question from the Tory MP
for Gloucester, Richard Graham, and Ms Villiers
said that the Environment Bill contained
"important changes to the planning system" that
would encourage investment in, among other
things, tree planting.
Shadow Environment Secretary Dr Alan
Whitehead asked whether Ms Villiers accepted
that the primary purpose of planting trees in the
"current climate crisis" was to provide a carbon
sink. "In that contest," Dr Whitehead observed,
"the Committee on Climate Change suggest that
the planting of, perhaps 50,000 hectares
(123,500 acres) per annum up to 2050."
He asked the environment secretary
whether she agreed that missing the current
target of planting 11 million trees, which he said
was being missed by 71%, was tiny and "almost
amounted to greenwash?"
Ms Villiers, speaking in the Commons on 6
February, agreed that the nation needed "to
step up massively our tree planting" and added
that the government was determined to do so.
Offsetting carbon emissions via tree
planting schemes seem to have become one of
the central climate-policy instruments being
adopted by governments and businesses
around the globe. At the recent World Economic
Forum in Davos, Switzerland, an initiative to
plant one trillion trees was launched.
The ambitious scheme received backing
from a wide range of supporters, including
naturalist Jane Goodall to US President Donald
Trump.
In the UK, the Woodland Trust recently
published an "emergency tree plan" in order to
increase tree cover in the UK, which lags far
behind its European neighbours. The Trust
recommended that any new policy needed to
ensure quality as well as quantity of new tree
cover, adding that it was important to protect the
trees that were currently in the ground as well
as ensuring the protection of new tree cover.
Ms Villiers also told MPs in the Commons
that the government would be "consulting soon
on a tree strategy for England to further drive
forward this crucial task of planting more trees
in this country."

T

HE Guardian website recently
reported some alarming news
regarding
our
precious
hedgehogs. After Brexit they could
be at greater risk because hedges
may no longer be protected by
agriculture regulations
Under EU law, hedgerows cannot be cut
during the bird nesting season and two-metre

wild “buffer” strips cannot be doused with
pesticides or ploughed up. This is designed to
protect hedgerow habitats that provide refuge
for 80% of woodland birds and 50% of all
mammals.
The new agriculture bill reveals gaps in
domestic legislation, meaning there is not the
same level of protection as under the EU’s
common agricultural policy (CAP), according to
the report by the Institute of European
Environmental Policy (IEEP), commissioned by
the Wildlife Trusts, RSPB and WWF.
This could mean a significant loss of habitat
for the country’s dwindling hedgehog
population, which has already fallen by 97%
since the 1950s, according to a 2018 report.
Nests of woodland and farmland birds such
as linnets, yellowhammer and turtle doves could
also be destroyed. Mammals such as field voles
and hazel dormice are also at risk.
“Hedgerows may just be dividers between
crops to us, but they are often hidden worlds,
teeming with the amazing wildlife that calls our
farmland home,” said Tom Lancaster, head of
land, seas and climate policy at the RSPB.
Bird nesting season runs from February to
August. Under the CAP, farmers are not allowed
to trim hedges between 1 March and 1
September. EU law says buffer strips must be
two metres wide and must not have fertilisers or
pesticides put on them.
These protections are not contained in the
new legislation being debated in the House of
Commons. The bill moves away from a system
where farmers receive subsidies based on how
much land they farm to a process where they
receive money for public goods such as
providing habitats for wildlife and maintaining
healthy soils.
Campaigners are lobbying the government
to make sure every farmer meets minimum
environmental standards after Britain leaves the
EU, not just those that sign up for wildlife
subsidies.
“The agriculture bill includes vital new
powers to pay farmers to restore nature but is
silent on the rules and regulations for farming in
the future. With the change that Brexit will bring,
this presents real risks to our soils and
hedgerows, and the nature that depends upon
them,” Lancaster said.
There is already a gap in domestic and EU
regulations that means farmers can fill in ponds
or leave them to become overgrown.
Campaigners want this addressed in the new
regulations because ponds support a large
proportion of freshwater biodiversity, especially
uncommon freshwater species such as

damselflies. The report also flags a lack of
protection for bare soils.
Debbie Tripley, the director of environmental policy and advocacy at WWF, said:
“Unless the government starts plugging the
gaps left by leaving EU regulation, our soils,
hedgerows and the wildlife that depends on
them are at risk. We need firm but fair
enforcement and advice that ensure food is
produced to high environmental standards
across the country.”
Cutting hedgerows during nesting season
could be “calamitous” for wild pollinators and
birds, says Lynn Dicks, a lecturer in animal
ecology from the University of Cambridge, who
was not involved in the research.
“Hedgerows are really important for wild
pollinators, especially because they provide
flower resources in the early spring, often when
not much else is in flower. If hedgerows are
more frequently cut in the spring and early
summer, a practice that currently breeches EU
regulations, substantial proportions of this
spring flower resource in the English countryside could be lost. A third of our wild bee and
hoverfly species are already declining. Loss of
flowers in the hedgerows can only make this
worse.”
Alexander Lees, senior lecturer in
conservation biology at Manchester Metropolitan University said: “It seems ridiculous that
we should have to worry that legislation to
protect our natural capital like soils and clean
water might be eroded, no forward thinking
nation should ever contemplate such acts of
self-harm, yet our current track record at
enforcement of regulation is already very poor.”
A Defra spokesperson said: “We will
continue to be a world leader on the
environment as we leave the EU and both the
agriculture bill and the environment bill are a
crucial part of that. We will not lower the
exceptionally high environmental standards we
already hold. In fact, leaving the EU means we
can transform British agriculture to reward
farmers for enhancing the environment, tackling
climate change and protecting our wildlife for
future generations.”

I

CANNOT decide if I am happy or
not that Sir William Worsley has
been confirmed as the new Chair
of the Forestry Commission.
The announcement comes as Sir Harry
Studholme’s time as Forestry Commission
Chair ends after seven years in post.
My great concern is that Sir William will step
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down as the government’s Tree Champion, a
position he has held since June 2018, when he
takes on his new role. A position in which he
has been most successful and I fear that he will
be difficult to replace.
Environment Secretary Theresa Villiers said
“With his great expertise in forestry and passion
for nature and trees, Sir William will play a
pivotal role in leading the Forestry Commission
at a critical time as it moves into its second
century.
“Tree planting will play a crucial part in the
government’s bold action to combat climate
change, and the Forestry Commission has a
vital role in delivering our ambitious plans for
England’s forests and woodlands.
“I also want to thank Sir Harry for his
dedication in leading the organisation for the
past seven years and wish him all the best in
future endeavours.”
Commenting on his appointment, Sir William
said “Trees, woods and forests are so important
to us – improving our landscapes, helping
capture carbon, improving our general wellbeing
and providing a renewable resource in the
timber they produce.
“It couldn’t be a more exciting time to join the
Forestry Commission. As Chair, my aim will be
to celebrate, protect and deepen the impact of
its excellent work, not only for the sake of our
environment but also for the huge benefits that
our success brings for society.”
Ian Gambles, Chief Executive Officer of
Forestry Commission, said “Sir William’s
appointment is great news for the Forestry
Commission and the wider forestry sector. He is
one of the UK’s most engaged environmental
champions for forestry.
“I am confident that Sir William will bring the
expertise and vision required to set a bold
direction for the country’s forests and
woodlands and I look forward to working closely
with him.”
Sir William l took up the role on 10 February
and will be in post for three years.
He currently holds the posts of Chair of the
National Forest Company as well as Chairman
of the Howardian Hills AONB Joint Advisory
Committee. He will be standing down from his
role as National Forest Company Chair in May
to allow for a new Chair to be reappointed.
Sir Harry will be working on a range of
projects in alternative energy, carbon capture
and climate change mitigation as well as
managing his own forestry and farming interests
in Devon.

I

READ recently that the president
of NFU Scotland has questioned
the value of planting more trees
on farmland as a solution to the
climate crisis.
Andrew McCornick said farmers were being
told that trees were the answer, but claimed
there was no scientific agreement on whether
this would warm or cool the planet.
“Trees have darker canopies than grassy
vegetation, absorbing more sunlight and heating
the land surface – a problem not yet included in
the calculations of afforestation by advocates”
claimed Mr McCornick.
The Scottish government has a target for
10,000ha of new forest to be planted each year
– increasing to 15,000ha by 2024 – as part of
efforts to combat climate change.
Planting trees is viewed by many conservationists as widely beneficial as part of efforts to
tackle the climate crisis. Mr McCornick agreed
that trees have a role to play, saying “the right
tree in the right place, and not blanket

afforestation, will play a part in climate change
and carbon storage”, but he suggested that
trees were being used as a distraction from the
real issue: reduction of fossil fuel usage and
transforming energy systems.
“The tree model will displace the potential to
grow crops, livestock farming and rich flora and
fauna that grazing systems deliver, with the
associated employment and communities
benefiting the national GDP,” Mr McCornick
said.

T

HIRTEEN projects in urban
communities across England
have been awarded a share of
the £10m in the first round of the
Urban Tree Challenge Fund.
Across the country over 22,000 large trees
and 28,000 small trees will be planted in urban
areas, from Thanet to Middlesbrough, and
Merseyside to Bristol. These will help areas
improve health and wellbeing, as well as playing
a crucial role in the fight against climate change,
supporting the UK’s journey to reach net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
The Government is committed to plant
30,000 hectares of trees a year across the UK
by 2025, and the fund is helping increase
canopy cover in and around our towns and cities
where they bring a wide range of benefits.
Launched in May 2019, the £10 million
scheme will see 130,000 trees planted across
England’s towns and cities by 2021.
Environment Secretary Theresa Villiers said
“Trees are vital in the fight against climate
change, to tackle air pollution and help us
achieve our net-zero target by 2050, but for local
communities they are so much more. They allow
green spaces to come together, help both
physical and mental wellbeing, and connect
children and young people with nature.
“Our manifesto sets our ambition to have
every new street lined with trees, and the Urban
Tree Challenge Fund complements this
ambition, benefiting thousands of people for
years to come.”
Sir Harry Studholme, Chair of the Forestry
Commission, said “It is such great news that the
first year of the Urban Tree Challenge Fund has
been so successful and able to reach so many
places. The fund focuses on areas of high
deprivation and low tree canopy cover where
every tree planted has the change to provide the
greatest impact.
“Not only do trees in urban areas help to
improve wellbeing but they also offer benefits in
many other ways like helping tackle climate
change and mitigating flood risks. I look forward
to seeing the second year of the fund re-opening
for smaller scale planting later this year.”
Successful projects in the first round include
the Trees for Cities project which will receive
support for over 9,000 trees to be distributed
across the country. Over 8,000 trees will be
planted by Slough Borough Council, almost
7,000 large trees will go to London Street Trees
and 6,000 trees to The Mersey Forest.
Examples of what these projects are looking
to achieve include:
• The Urban Trees in The Mersey Forest
project focuses on recreation and health improving the quality of access routes,
encouraging active travel and recreation,
and improving wellbeing and mental
health through increased physical activity
and greener neighbourhoods.
• Funding for Slough Borough Council’s
‘TEC’ Urban Forest project will support
the Council’s wider plans to tackle air
pollution, reduce particulate matter levels

and increase flood protection. Trees will
be planted in urban areas that directly
benefit local air quality and protect the
town from floods.
Commenting on his successful bid, Luke
Evans, Chair of Thanet Community Forest
School CIO, said “Thanet has one of the lowest
tree canopies - 4.4% - in the country and one of
the highest levels of deprivation so I have
always seen the planting of trees in the area a
priority of mine. The response from our
community in Thanet has been incredible and
has shown it is an important issue for
everybody.
“Thanks to the Urban Tree Challenge Fund,
the Isle of Thanet Trees and Woods Initiative is
going to be the catalyst for positive change in
Thanet for future generations, increasing
biodiversity, increasing tree canopy coverage
and providing all the health benefits that trees
provide.”
The Urban Tree Challenge Fund is made up
of two parts. In year one, the fund was open for
block bids from local authorities or larger
organisations, and bidding closed on 31 August
2019. In year two, the fund will reopen for
applications from individual tree planters,
commencing in spring 2020.
Ahead of this, applicants can currently
submit an Expression of Interest to the Forestry
Commission to state their interest and receive
the latest up-to-date information on the fund
before the opening of the year two application
window.
The grants are administered by the Forestry
Commission, and successful applicants are
match-funding the money they receive. Grants
will fund the planting of trees and the first three
years of their care to ensure they can flourish
into the future.
Since 2010 government has planted over 15
million trees, and we have a clear commitment
through our 25 Year Environment Plan to
increase woodland cover further. Our recently
introduced Environment Bill gives communities
a greater say in the management of street trees.
The successful applicants were:
• Middlesbrough 10,000 trees
• Tree-ing Urban Northumberland
• Slough Borough Council - TEC Urban
Forest
• London Street Trees
• Thanet Community Forest School CIO
• Space for Trees (Durham)
• Urban Trees in The Mersey Forest
• Green Street Community Planting (Bristol
and North Somerset)
• Trees for Cities (London and across
England)
• City of Trees (Greater Manchester)
• Luton Borough Council
• Plymouth City Council
• Cornwall Council

W

ITHOUT doubt, the most
disappointing piece of
news coming out of last
month was the decision by the
government to proceed with the
HS2 project.
I say disappointing, but I could also use
adjectives such as “devastating”, “destructive”,
“ridiculous”, waste of money” and whatever
happened about caring for the environment?”
We are going to have a railway that will
destroy or seriously damage 108 ancient
woodlands. It will cost the taxpayer over
£100bn.
Of course, it will run first time. There won’t
be aby problems with the trains braking down or
3

not communicating with level crossings. It will
run on time with no cancellations. You will
always get a seat. It will be clean and
comfortable and, of course, it won’t cost you an
arm and both legs for a ticket.
Mind you. We must all be prepared to
spend the next goodness knows how many
years paying for the thing.
Having said that, it will be much less time
than it will take for the government’s
replacement woodlands to become “ancient”.
Still, at least we will just have to pay our hard
earned salaries and pensions for it. Goodness
knows how much wildlife will have to die for it!!
Read the dedicated article inside this edition
of Broadsheet,

T

RANSPORT Focus is calling
on road users to report poor
signs on the 4300 miles of
motorways and major ‘A’ roads
managed by Highways England.
Once reported, Transport Focus will press
Highways England to sort individual problems
and get policy changed to help ensure journeys
are less stressful and road signs easier to
understand.

Anthony Smith, chief executive of the
independent watchdog Transport Focus, said
“We want to hear from road users about signs
and information that aren’t up to scratch. We’ll
use what you say to press Highways England to
make journeys easier and safer.
“There is nothing more frustrating than
missing your turnoff because the sign was
hidden behind a tree or missing crucial
information. While we have some of the safest
roads there are still too many signs which are
broken, confusing or out of date. If it’s not clear,
it’s not safe.”
The Sort My Sign campaign aims to
increase the usefulness and effectiveness of
information on roads, including messages on
electronic signs. The hope is that clearer, more
complete and less obscured road-side signage
will help road users to make more informed
decisions in plenty of time, improving safety and
reducing stress.
Once reported, the team at Transport Focus
hopes to be able to build a map of problem sites
across England, making it easier to hold the
correct people accountable and to get the
signage sorted.
Transport Focus is calling for Highways
England to:
• Fix broken or inaccurate signs reported by
road users
• Provide better information during delays
and unexpected disruption
• Review the existing standards for signs on
motorways and major ‘A’ roads
To report faulty, out of date or damaged
signage
in
your
area,
head
to:
sortmysign.transportfocus.org.uk
Well, I guess that’s about it from me for
this month. I hope you enjoy this edition of
Broadsheet and that you have an enjoyable
and successful March.
All the best,
John Fleetwood

The Tree Council
An Evolved Brand for Changing Times

J

UST before I completed this edition of Broadsheet, The Tree Council launched our new
brand. An exciting new brand that will lead us into the 2020s and beyond. An exciting new
brand that will attract more people who care about our trees and woodlands. An exciting
new brand that will help to raise the profile of our wonderful and important charity.
The new website presents the
new brand very well indeed. Holly
Chetan-Welsh, The Tree Council’s
Head of Communications and
Partnerships writes as follows.
A ‘rebrand’ is more than just changing
colours or designs. We reflected on the
organisations’ strengths, values and objectives
and have crafted new language and a new
visual identity to reflect that.
Practically speaking this means we’ve
changed our language (like our strapline and
how we describe what we do) and our visual
identity (including our logo, the colours we use
and the design style we use, including the
website).
A consistent, clear brand tells people who
we are and what we do and is a foundation
stone for success.
The organisation has a rich history and
heritage which we’re very proud of. But the
world, and the world of trees, is changing, as is
The Tree Council team, so we’ve evolved our
language and our visual expression of the brand
to reflect this.
A ‘rebrand’ is more than just changing
colours or designs. We reflected on the
organisations’ strengths, values and objectives
and have crafted new language and a new
visual identity to reflect that.
Our new strapline ‘working together for the
love of trees’, reinforces the common thread
throughout our history, and the truth most often
reflected back to us by our partners and
stakeholders, which is that we bring people
together for trees. And ‘for the love of trees’
places our reason for being at the front and
centre.
Trees are the heart of what we do. That’s
why our new logo retains the central visual of a
tree, but with a slightly more modern and open
design. Whereas the previous logos were inside
a box or a roundel, we now wanted to open it
out, to reinforce that everyone is welcome to join
us in working together for the love of trees. The
tree is intended to be non-species-specific, but
the shape was inspired by rowan and beech
trees – just two of the iconic and beloved British
tree species which are so important to both our
rural and urban landscapes. We liked how the
letter ‘I’ in the logo suggests a stick person
sitting under the branches of the tree which
forms the letter ‘L’, a reminder of the quote that
‘the meaning of life is to plant trees under which
you do not expect to sit’. Everything we do is for
the future: for trees, for wildlife and for people.
We’ve tweaked our colour palette to favour
earthier tones as a reference and a tribute to
nature, most especially the magnificence of
broadleaved trees through the seasons – from
vibrant green to burnt orange to deep russet.
Isn’t a ‘rebrand’ just fiddling around the
edges? No, this process was about understanding our strengths, values and opportunities

better, and evolving the brand to help us achieve
our mission. A consistent, clear brand tells
people who we are and what we do and is a
foundation stone for success.
To keep the costs of this process down, we
worked closely with a fantastic brand designer
and a wordsmith and did a lot of the research
and other practical stuff in-house. This allowed
us to keep the process in the thousands of
pounds rather than tens of thousands, which is
what brand processes commonly cost.
Please continue to use any resources you
have which bear the old brand – but any new
resources you develop, please use the new
brand, using the brand guidelines and advice
found here. Eventually, everything in the old
brand will be replaced by the new one.
For most things, the change will be
immediate – eg social media, website. For some
resources which are costly to replace or less
frequently used, the items will be phased out
over the next six-nine months.
The Tree Wardens have their own section,
as before
The Tree Council’s website had become
outdated both in design and in the system that it
operated on. This made it hard to change or add
things to
Tree Wardens will receive new resources,
but to keep the process as affordable as
possible for a small organisation, this will
happen in stages. You can download our new
brand guidelines digitally now from our website.
You will also find an advice pack to help you
apply the new brand to any digital resources you
are creating. Next, you will receive a Tree
Warden handbook in the new brand in the
coming months. Later, we will look to produce
some materials such as badges or t-shirts.
Please tell us which resources would be most
useful to you in this 1-minute survey.
Please use it. Your support using the new
brand will help us achieve consistency across
everything we say about ourselves – and this is
vital to having the right impact overall.
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Your feedback and questions are really
welcome. Please email Holly at holly.chetanwelsh@treecouncil.org.uk

I

N an excellent article on the new
website our CEO, Sara Lom,
shares the thinking behind the
new Tree Council brand.
As a lover of history and green spaces, it’s
a great honour to be CEO of an organisation
with a history as rich as The Tree Council’s. We
were established following the success of Plant
a Tree in 73, the 1973 campaign to replant the
British countryside after the devastations of
Dutch elm disease. To this day, people share
memories of taking part in local tree planting
events, or tell us where the tree they planted
continues to grow. The success of the campaign
led to the creation of an annual event for
planting trees – National Tree Week. It’s been
celebrated in November/December every year
since. In 1987, the nation rallied around to plant
trees to replace the fifteen million felled by the
historic Great Storm, a lasting tribute to the trees
lost and the 18 people who tragically perished.
There’s no doubt we’re living in equally
historic times right now. The threat of climate
change looms closer and closer – indeed, we’re
feeling the impacts of it today. Around the world,
young people march demanding meaningful
change and planting trees has risen to the top of
the list of ways to help tackle unavoidable
carbon emissions. Globally, species face
endangerment and extinction as habitats
change or disappear. And another ravaging tree
disease has reached our shores in the form of
ash dieback, which will claim the lives of millions
upon millions of our treasured ash trees. On top
of this, we live in a busy, fragmented world – a
world full of competition, demanding instant
response, with little time to share or talk to each
other.
That’s why now felt like the time to review
and reinforce The Tree Council’s brand and set

new, ambitious goals for what we want to
history. It’s the truth most often reflected back to
the future: for trees, for wildlife and for people.
achieve for trees in the years to come. It’s also
us by our partners and stakeholders that we
We’ve re-organised our colour palette to favour
a great reflection of the fact that the evolving
bring people together for the benefit of trees. It
earthier tones as a reference and tribute to
Tree Council team brings together wide skills
reflects our desire for partnership and our quest
nature, most especially the magnificence of
and experience, shares a passion for trees, a
for practical solutions. ‘For the love of trees’
broadleaved trees through the seasons – from
sense of fun and a love of getting things done.
expresses our deep-rooted, emotional response
vibrant green to burnt orange to deep russet.
We thought our new brand should reflect this
to trees and places our reason for being front
The process of evolving our brand has been
too.
and centre. These two things, collaboration to
rewarding, not only because it’s helped us distill
We didn’t want to engage in a costly or
find practical solutions and a love for trees,
who we are as we approach our first halflengthy process. We found a fantastic,
summarise our team.
century, but also because it’s reinforced the
professional brand designer and a wordsmith to
Our new logo retains the central focus on a
qualities which our partners and stakeholders
support us through the process. We formed a
lovely mature tree, but with a more modern and
told us they see and value in us and which
DigiGroup of expert volunteer advisers from the
open design. Whereas previous logos were
happily, continue to be the core of our charity
worlds of branding, marketing and the web. We
inside a box or roundel, we now wanted to open
today.
also did a lot of the thinking in-house and with
it out, to emphasise that everyone is welcome.
I’ve come to learn that the rich history of The
our amazing volunteer Tree Wardens around
The tree is meant to be non-species-specific,
Tree Council, as a charity which brings people
and the UK. The rollout will be phased to avoid
but the shape was inspired by rowan and beech
together to achieve amazing things for British
needlessly disposing of existing materials. We
trees – two of the beloved British tree species
trees, is only matched by the scale of its
engaged with a wide range of our stakeholders
which are so important to our rural and urban
potential to make an even greater difference in
to gauge how they view us, what they saw as
landscapes. We liked how the letter ‘i’ in the logo
the future. Our new brand not only expresses
our strengths and opportunities, and we’re now
suggests a person sitting under the branches of
who we are today, it also highlights our
delighted to share the results with the world.
the tree which forms the letter ‘L’. It is a reminder
commitment to our precious UK treescapes for
Our new strapline is ‘Working Together for
of Nelson Henderson’s quote that ‘the meaning
the future.
the Love of Trees’. This reinforces the common
of life is to plant trees under whose branches
thread of collaboration that runs through our
you do not expect to sit’. Everything we do is for
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Life of the Tree Warden Pilot
Advisory Group is Extended

T

HE PILOT ADVISORY GROUP (PAG) brought together representatives from every region
to discuss how to further develop the Tree Warden Scheme. The group met three times in
2019, on 19th March in London, 28th June in Birmingham and 6th December in Oxford,
and made great progress.
Having enjoyed such a productive first year, it has been decided
decided that the PAG should
continue for a further year with
clearly defined objectives and
priorities. It will now be known as
the Tree Warden Advisory Group
(TWAG).
Every regional representative was keen to
continue in their role. The role of deputies was
discussed and it was agreed that they would be
invited to re-stand if they wished or they could
take a step back and allow someone else to pick
up the role if they preferred.
We also agreed to redefine some of the
Regions slightly. The Terms of Reference of the
group still stand and will be recirculated and
updated for 2020. If Tree Wardens have any
thoughts or comments on the priorities for PAG
next year, they are asked to get in touch with
their regional representative or Director of
Programmes, Partnerships and Comms, Clare
Bowen, via e-mail.
Awareness of trees has never been so high,
making it a very busy year for Tree Wardens
across the country. Many networks are
receiving enquiries re setting up new groups
which is hugely encouraging.
Starting at its next meeting, in Birmingham
on 3 March, TWAG will agree the content of our
new Tree Warden training programme which will
be supported by an award of £20,000 from the
Postcode Local Trust.
That will then continue at the following

meeting in June in Lincoln's Inn Fields, Holborn,
London, which will be followed by subsequent
meetings in September and December at
venues yet to be decided as we finalise the
package.
So, it is without doubt going to be a most
demanding year, but it will also be very exciting
as we use our experience to shape the future of
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this wonderful scheme.
I am so proud that Broadland will be at the
forefront of this process as we strive to improve
what is already an outstanding scheme.
I am so looking forward to December this
year when I can report to you all just what this
small team has achieved.
Excited? Not arf !!!

The Go Ahead for HS2 will
be an Ecological Disaster
An article by published on https://environmentjournal.online/

R

EPORTING on https://environmentjournal.online/ Pippa Neill wrote that on 11 February,
Boris Johnson confirmed that the HS2 rail line from London to Birmingham, Manchester,
Leeds and Liverpool will go ahead. The project has faced delays after growing concerns
over the mounting cost which is now estimated to be over £100bn. More than triple the original
estimates.
HS2 has also faced criticisms
over the ecological impact that
bulldozing through the British
country-side will have on wildlife
and ecosystems that are already
under threat.
On 15 January, the Wildlife Trust published
a comprehensive report outlining the full
environmental and ecological impacts of HS2.
According to the report, HS2 goes through five
internationally designated protected wildlife
sites, which as a result will put many species,
such as the barn owl, at risk of extinction by
destroying their habitat and polluting their
environment.
After publishing their report, the Wildlife
Trust received 66,000 signatures in just two
weeks on a petition asking the government to
stop and re-think HS2.
Despite taking this petition to Downing
Street the week before the government’s
decision to go ahead with the project, this public
outcry has been ignored and HS2 has been
given the go-ahead, according to Dr Rachel
Giles, evidence and planning manager at
Cheshire Wildlife Trust.
Giles has been heavily involved in the
report, campaign and the petition, she has
worked for The Wildlife Trust for over nine years
and began researching the impact of HS2 in
2014.
“Yesterday’s announcements are devastating for everyone at The Wildlife Trust”, said
Giles.
As HS2 is a national infrastructure project it
is not under the National Planning Policy
Framework and, instead, it has its own planning
policies that were put in place ten years ago.
“If this project had been put through the
national planning process it would have been
thrown out for being far too damaging, but
instead HS2 has been approved based on
outdated principles that do not consider the
UK’s international obligations to biodiversity
loss.
“It’s the biggest infrastructure project that
this country has ever seen, and the most
damaging. The Wildlife Trust is in favour of
sustainable transport, but not at any cost.
“HS2 is being promoted as a sustainable
transport system, but the definition of sustainable involves the economic, social and
environmental impacts. This is not a sustainable transport system by any definition of the

word.”
Not only has HS2 managed to avoid
planning restrictions but according to Dr Giles,
the ecological impacts are being downplayed,
with HS2 being dishonest about what the
impacts will be.
“There is a policy which states that the
project will not allow any net biodiversity loss.
Not only are they going to miss this target; they
will miss it substantially and we have shown this
in our report.
“In order to achieve ‘no net biodiversity loss,’
plans have been made to plant 7 million trees to
compensate those lost, but these trees will be
planted to screen the railway and reduce noise.
They won’t be natural woodlands or native
trees.
“This is not enough, it’s outrageous!”
The railway will also destroy many sites that
are recognised regionally for their ecological
importance and these facts have been purposefully omitted from their environmental statement,
according to Dr Giles.
“In South Cheshire, HS2 will go right
through the middle of a site that is known for its
importance for various bird populations, such as
yellow wagtails, tree sparrows, skylarks, but in
their environmental statement, when they
summed up the residual impacts this was
omitted because there is nothing they can do
about it.
“They shouldn’t be allowed to selectively
withhold information. They are making environmental statements that are incorrect, on
information that is deliberately removed or not
included and they are using these policies to get
political support and get the scheme through.
“It is unacceptable.”

C

HRIS Packham, the broadcaster and naturalist, has
said that he is considering
launching a legal battle against HS2
after the controversial scheme was
given the green light.
The Prime Minister confirmed that the project
will go ahead but changes to the way the project
is managed will be made. He also said that the
government would look for cost saving and aims
to ‘restore discipline’ by appointing a minister to
oversee the construction of the new line.
Responding to the announcement, Chris
Packham expressed his ‘extreme disappointment’ at the decision, claiming that shows a
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‘flagrant disregard for our predicament’.
Chris Packham said: “Like many others who
have woken up to the fact that our species and
the health of our planet are in terrifying jeopardy,
I am extremely disappointed that the government has decided to progress with this hugely
environmentally damaging project.
“It reveals a flagrant disregard for our
predicament, for the needs to address their
declared climate and environment emergency
and for the habitats and wildlife of the UK which
are already under such significant pressure.
“It’s wrong thinking and history will not look
kindly on those who have orchestrated this
decision. A decision that I, that we, will fight
peacefully, democratically and legally to reverse
for the benefit of future generations and for all
life on earth. We are in a last stand scenario,
and I will not go gently into our good night.”
Mr Packham has said he’ll be working with
lawyers from law firm Leigh Day to examine the
implications of the decision.
One of the solicitors from Leigh Day, Tom
Short, said: ““The Oakervee review was
intended to consider the full costs and benefits
of HS2 but it is clear from the report published
on Tuesday that it failed to take into account the
full environmental implications of the project.
“Our client is deeply concerned that, in the
midst of a climate and biodiversity crisis and just
months before the UK is due to host COP 26,
the Prime Minister has given the go-ahead to a
project on this scale without proper consideration to its environmental impacts.
“We are looking closely at the basis of the
decision and potential grounds of challenge on
behalf of our client.”
Editor’s comment
I don’t think for one minute that Chris
Packham will win this, but just maybe if he is
joined by the likes of Sir David Attenborough,
the Wildlife Trusts, The Tree Council, The
Woodland Trust, the RSPB and other such
organisations … and they all sing from the same
hymn sheet … then just maybe the government
will take some notice.
We simply cannot afford to allow this
destruction to go ahead. We must act … and
we must act NOW!
As for you and I, we must let our MPs know
how concerned we are and tell them just how
important 108 ancient woods are.
We cannot wait 400 years for their
replacements.

Fears Grow over HS2's
Potential Impact on Biodiversity
An article by Patrick Barkham published on www.theguardian.com

W

HEN Labour announced HS2 in 2010, the 153-page launch document contained one
mention of wildlife. Only “a few” protected wildlife sites would be affected, it said.
There would be a line of concrete and steel crossing middle England, but any wild
space that was destroyed would be compensated for with new trees, woods and ponds – “no
net loss of biodiversity”, in eco-speak.
However, critics say HS2’s
commitment to biodiversity has
weakened, at a time when concern
is rising over mass extinction and
the continuing decline of wildlife in
Britain. HS2 now says it will “seek
to achieve a no net loss in
biodiversity at a route-wide level as
far as reasonably practicable” – in
other words, an aspiration at best.
Since HS2 was first devised, the environment has been placed at the heart of planning
decisions, with the principle of “biodiversity net
gain”. The national planning policy framework,
which governs planning decisions, asks that
developments ranging from housing estates to
roads deliver measurable improvements for
wildlife.
The government’s environment bill is
expected to enshrine “net gain” in law, but
according to the Wildlife Trusts, even HS2’s
much more modest “no net loss” is unachievable
under current plans. HS2 has undertaken the
UK’s largest ever survey of British wildlife to
determine what is imperilled and how it could
ameliorate its loss.
Although formal construction has yet to get
under way, “enabling works” have. Ancient trees
where bats roost in summer have been removed
while bats are absent over winter (it is illegal to
disturb roosting bats), and miles of hedgerows
have been grubbed up so roads and utilities
including gas mains and pylons can be diverted.
No one is counting exactly how much
hedgerow has been destroyed. As well as being
a habitat for nesting birds in the spring, many
hedges in winter contain eggs of rare butterflies
such as the brown hairstreak.
HS2 will damage swaths of countryside
where wildlife lives, although the project’s
proponents point out it represents an efficient
land-take, potentially transporting as many
people as a 10-lane motorway.
The Wildlife Trusts calculate that HS2
presents a significant risk to five internationally
protected wildlife sites, 33 sites of special
scientific interest (SSSIs, the gold standard of
wildlife habitat), 108 ancient woodlands and 693
local wildlife sites covering 9,696 hectares.
These calculations include sites within 500
metres of the high-speed line that could
experience disruption, such as from the
relocation of utilities or noise pollution, but may
not be directly affected.
HS2’s figures for directly affected sites are
lower: it says 14 SSSIs, 62 ancient woodlands

and 204 local wildlife sites will be affected.
The London-Birmingham stage includes 25
miles of tunnel, 140 bridges and underpasses
and 16 “green” bridges for wildlife. New habitat
will include specially constructed newt ponds
created in advance so wildlife has a place to
move to.
Opposition to HS2 has hardened since
these compensation efforts have taken shape.
Thousands of new trees died in Warwickshire
after the hot summer of 2018; HS2 said it was
more cost-effective to replant than water them.
The Wildlife Trusts and HS2’s own
ecologists agree that the new line will provide a
barrier to the movement of some birds,
mammals and insects. Species particularly
vulnerable to train strikes include low-flying barn
owls and rare bats. There remain unresolved
questions about the fate of chalk aquifers in the
Chilterns and underground streams supplying
drinking water, as well as ponds and wetlands.
The loss of ancient woodland areas,
continuously wooded since at least 1600, is
particularly controversial. HS2 argues that only
small portions of 62 ancient woodlands are
affected, and 85% of these will remain. The
Woodland Trust’s calculation of 56 lost hectares
on the London-Birmingham and Crewe stages
amounts to 0.018% of Britain’s remaining
308,000 hectares of ancient woodland. HS2 has
a £7m woodlands fund ((less than 0.007% of its
projected £106bn total cost) supporting the
creation of 116 hectares of new woodland and
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the restoration of 159 hectares of ancient
woodland as compensation.
HS2 may only take fragments of woodlands
but in cases such as Glyn Davies wood it is
removing the best bits, such as ancient
boundary trees. Ancient woodland is considered
irreplaceable by Natural England, the government’s conservation watchdog. It takes at least
100 years for new woods to reach maturity.
Many woodland species, such as the marsh tit,
require old trees in order to breed successfully.
Ancient woodland soils untouched by chemical farming are particularly precious, so HS2 is
proposing to dig up and move the soil. The
Woodland Trust cites one relevant 10-year
study of soil translocation after a new road was
built. “It’s nowhere near long enough to prove
that it works,” said Luci Ryan, an ecologist at the
Woodland Trust. Soil translocation will destroy
the “woodwide web”, the subterranean network
of mycorrhizal fungi that play a vital, complex
and poorly understood role in regulating
woodland health.
“HS2 say they are only taking a fragment of
ancient woodland,” said Ryan. “If I went into the
National Gallery and cut off the corner of every
painting, I would be accused of gross cultural
vandalism.” The Woodland Trust fears HS2 sets
a precedent. “If the government says it’s
irreplaceable, it’s not a good look when the
government also says ‘we’re only taking a little
bit’. Other developers are going to say: ‘Why
can’t we?’”

The Woodland Trust’s
Emergency Tree Plan

T

OWARD the end of January, The Woodland Trust published its Emergency Tree Plan. It
was the first plan of its kind and is a challenge to governments. It sets out how the UK can
rapidly increase tree cover to help reach net zero carbon emissions and tackle the
declines in wildlife and generally address the nature and climate emergency.
The key points of the plan are
design and fund an approach to
woodland creation that addresses
both the climate and nature crises
together; annual rates of woodland
creation need to be more than
doubled, starting in 2020; new
targets for quality of woodland
creation as well as quantity; new
grants should be provided for
natural regeneration of trees; and
an
emergency
increase
in
resources is required to help
national and local government
deliver on Government tree pledges
across the UK.
Dr Darren Moorcroft, CEO of the Woodland
Trust said “As the chief executive of the UK’s
largest woodland conservation charity I’m
acutely aware that we start 2020 with more
woods under threat from destruction than any
other time in history. Tree planting rates are the
lowest in decades, and 1 in 10 wildlife and plant
species is under threat from extinction. Disease
and pests have taken hold and risk wiping out
millions of our native trees. Never has the
picture appeared bleaker.
“We’ve seen a lot of talk about trees and that
is welcome but we’ve yet to see the action that
is required. We’ve left ourselves a phenomenal
amount to do in a very short space of time. The
moment of crisis has come and action needs to
be taken this year.
“Today we launch our Emergency Tree
Plan, which outlines what needs to be done to
increase our tree cover to help tackle the climate
and nature emergencies and to help the UK
reach its targets for net zero carbon emissions.
Government needs bold policies and local
authorities and landowners need the support to
act swiftly and of a scale to expand tree cover
across the UK. I can’t stress enough that we
can’t be here, in the same position next year for
all our sakes.
“We at the Woodland Trust have a crucial
role to play and so does everyone.”
The report, titled Emergency Tree Plan for
the UK, follows a General Election in which we
saw major tree planting pledges from every
political party. Now we urgently need to
translate political ambitions for trees into action
that delivers for wildlife, climate and people.
To increase tree cover the UK needs to
pursue a mix of approaches, at a variety of
scales appropriate to the landscape. These
must include expanding native woodland,
sustainable commercial plantations, agroforestry, urban trees, hedges and individual
countryside trees.
The UK is one of the least wooded countries

in Europe with just 13% tree cover compared to
the European average of 37% and only 7% of
this is native woodland. In order to reach the
target of 17-19% tree cover recommended by
the Independent Climate Change Committee,
trees will need to be planted on an
unprecedented scale, but the right trees in the
right places are needed.
The Government’s own research shows that
84% of people think wildlife should be a priority
in terms of woodland creation and most people
are in favour of the Government increasing tree
planting.
The Forestry Commission has conducted
similar surveys of public attitudes to forestry and
forestry-related issues every two years since
1995. The most recent set of separate surveys
was conducted in 2017 (in Scotland, Wales, and
across the UK as a whole) and 2014 (in
Northern Ireland). The full results are available
at the Forest Research website.
Questions were asked to gauge the public's
agreement on climate change issues, including
on the management of UK forests in response
to the threat of climate change (Table 4.4).
Some of the public views presented below do
not reflect expert opinion.
There were high levels of agreement
(respondents stating that they agreed or
strongly agreed) with the statements:
"A lot more trees should be planted",
supported by 84% of the UK public in 2017; and
"Different types of trees should be planted
that will be more suited to future climates",
supported by 76% in 2017.
Conversely, there were much lower levels of
agreement with the statements:
"No action is needed, let nature take its
course", supported by 24% in 2017; and
"Trees should not be felled under any
circumstances, even if they are replaced",
supported by 26%.
Moorcroft continues “Previous governments
have tried to dramatically increase tree planting
rates before. In doing so, some of our finest
wildlife sites were damaged. We can’t afford to
make the wrong decisions about how and where
we expand tree cover. We don’t have time and
future generations are demanding urgent action
for our wildlife and climate. We hope the
Emergency Tree Plan will challenge Government to move forward at the scale and pace we
need. We look forward to playing our part along
with many other partners.
The Trust is also launching a new campaign
calling on the government in each UK country to
adopt ambitious policies and plans for
expanding tree cover and to provide the
resources to do this.
The report’s key recommendations are as
follows.
Look after the trees we have
• Protect and restore existing trees and
native woodland. Ancient woodlands are
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huge carbon sinks. In total UK forests hold
up to 4 billion tonnes of CO2 equivalent.
• Invest in UK tree nurseries now to enable
a rapid expansion of UK-grown trees to
reduce disease risk of importing trees.
• Prevent tree pests and disease, improve
biosecurity at the border.
New policies, capacity and funding for
woods and trees
• Set new country annual enforceable
targets on a path to reach 19% UK
woodland cover by 2050:
Woodland Trust proposed target per
annum (ha) until 2025
England
10,000
Scotland
18,000
Wales
5,000
Northern Ireland
2,000
Total
35,000
Actual planting rates in 2018/2019 (ha)
England
1,420
Scotland
11,210
Wales
520
Northern Ireland
240
Total
13,390
(40% native woodland)
• Combine quantity and quality targets for
new tree cover to ensure it stores carbon,
supports the recovery of wildlife and
benefits people.
• Deliver an emergency increase in
capacity in tree and woodland teams at all
levels of national and local government.
• Target public money investment in new
tree cover to maximise public goods like
wildlife.
• Public forest estates and other public land
must lead the way in showing how to
integrate climate action with nature
recovery.
• Combine
forestry
and
woodland
strategies alongside agriculture in an
overall land-use strategy that enables
new land for trees as a priority.
• Provide landowners with financial support
for the natural regeneration of woodland.
Local authorities need to take the following
steps:
• Ensure development land includes a
minimum of 30% tree canopy cover.
• Commission and deliver their own
emergency tree plan to identify land for
trees, and set annual expansion targets
whilst protecting existing native woodland
and trees.
• Protect trees outside of woods and avoid
removal of any tree unless for health and
safety reasons. In such instances implement a minimum replacement planting
ratio of 1:3 with new trees located as close
to the original location as possible and the
same type of planting.

How to Plant a Trillion Trees
and Get Real Climate Results
An article by Jan Cassin, Michael Jenkins and Genevieve
Bennett published on www.ecosystemmarketplace.com
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ATURAL climate solutions are finally getting the attention they deserve, and everyone, it
seems, is scrambling to plan carbon-absorbing trees in an effort to help meet the climate
challenge. This is great, but all those trees will mean nothing if they aren’t part of a
broader strategy to revive the planet’s struggling ecosystems.
The world is rallying around
planting trees for climate action.
Even President Donald Trump is on
board, announcing at the World
Economic Forum that the US would
join the One Trillion Trees Initiative.
In the next ten years, you will likely see the
largest effort in history to re-green the planet.
The United Nations has declared 2021-2030 the
Decade on Ecological Restoration. Initiatives
including the Bonn Challenge, the African
Forest Landscape Restoration Initiative, and
dozens of corporate and government
commitments will replant, restore, and preserve
hundreds of millions of acres of land around the
world.
These efforts contribute to keeping global
warming under 1.5° C. Climate scientists have
shown that reducing emissions is no longer
enough to stay below this threshold. We need
negative emissions to actively remove carbon
from the atmosphere in addition to our alreadyplanned emissions cuts.
Investing in natural carbon sinks like forests
is our best, and currently our only, strategy for
affordable carbon removal. Natural climate
solutions like restoring and preserving forests
and other high-carbon ecosystems, switching to
climate-friendly agriculture, and practicing
sustainable forest management can costeffectively achieve more than 37% of the
emissions reductions we need to stay under
1.5° C.
It’s important to point out that tree-planting
is not our only natural climate strategy. A major
new study released this week shows that
protecting existing tropical forests is still the
largest pathway we have for cost-effectively
mitigating emissions.
Nor can we forget that history is littered with
failed tree-planting projects. China, home to
some of the world’s largest reforestation
campaigns in history, lost as many as 86% of
trees planted between 1952 and 2005. Millions
of trees have been planted in the Sahara since
the 1980s, but it still isn’t green.
How do we make sure this tree-planting
movement is different? Forest Trends has
worked for nearly two decades in the Amazon
planting trees as part of larger agroforestry and
forest management systems developed handin-hand with indigenous peoples. Here are
some basic guiding principles for making smart
investments in forests that we’ve learned.

Learn to think at the speed of a tree, the
breath of a forest.
When forests and other ecosystems are
damaged, they take decades or even centuries
to fully recover, if they ever do. For that reason,
it is vitally important right now to protect existing
forests and healthy working forest lands than to
plant new trees. The best way to maximize
carbon sequestration, water filtration, flood
regulation, wildlife habitat, and the other
benefits trees give us is to keep existing forests
healthy and intact. Then, we can build on this
foundation through wise restoration and
reforestation efforts.
Plant the right species in the right place,
and that remember a forest is more than just
a stand of trees.
Many tree-planting efforts fail or have
unintended consequences because they create
forests where forests didn’t exist before, for
example in grasslands and arid areas. You also
need good science to understand how ecological functions interact or pose trade-offs. For
example, planting trees can reduce local river
flows (at least initially) but sometimes has the
opposite effect during the dry season and the
outcome depends a lot on previous land uses
(for instance if the land was previously ploughed
for farming), degree of soil disturbance and the
eco-region we’re working in. Meanwhile, planting non-native species can hurt biodiversity.
For reasons like these, projects need to take
a whole-ecosystem approach. When we think
about forests here at Forest Trends, we see
them inherently multi-functional: a virtual supermarket of products and services. With a single
conservation investment in a forest, you can
sequester carbon, purify water, recharge
aquifers, absorb floodwaters, provide a home
for wildlife, and ensure a sustainable supply of
wood fibre, food and other products for people.
When we plant trees and maintain forests, we
need to capture and monitor these other
services (carbon, water, biodiversity) and drive
our economic system to value these precious
assets.
Partner with local communities to ensure
that seedlings survive and communities
benefit from projects.
“There is a saying in forestry: It is not about
trees, it is about people,” Nestor Gregorio, a
research fellow at Australia’s University of the
Sunshine Coast, told the Washington Post. “If
people will find trees important, then they will
look after the trees.”
It’s like birthing and successfully rearing a
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child. Tree-planting projects succeed when
locals have the right decision-making power,
skills, and incentives to protect their forests.
Tree-planting projects fail when NGOs,
companies, or other funders parachute in, plant
trees and leave.
We have seen that supporting indigenous
and forest communities to thrive in their homelands is one of the most effective safeguards
against forest loss. But these communities need
effective partnerships to keep their forests
standing. They also need support in creating
sustainable economic enterprises that provide
alternatives to deforestation.
Be humble.
We are changing global ecosystems so
drastically (the Amazon forests may soon ‘tip
over’ into savannah thanks to climate change
and mega-scale conversion to agricultural
production; some ecosystems may never
recover in the Australian bush after this winter’s
fires) that the analogues we have used to
understand system change in the past no longer
apply. We are seeing more novel ecosystems,
and we can’t rely on the past for much guidance
on how our restored and newly planted forests
are going to behave. For example, climate
change is already changing that rainfall patterns
in many areas and we need to take that into
account when, for instance, selecting the right
species to plant. We should have an eye on
restoring the ecological functions, but not
necessarily the same ecosystems.
We cannot fix climate change with a oneand-done push to plant a trillion trees, but a
global forest restoration effort can teach us a lot
about respecting the incredible complexity and
richness of our planet and its ecological
systems.
Plant a tree but grow a green economy.
We are losing forests around the world
because our economy values a tree more when
it is cut down or when a forest is converted for
timber more than when it is part of a standing
forest. Forest Trends’ mission is to demonstrate
that there is value in both. Until we embed
sustainability into our economy, tree-planting
will be a Band-Aid on a deeper problem.
Jan Cassin is an ecologist with expertise in
terrestrial, marine, and freshwater systems. She
runs the Forest Trends Water Initiative.
Michael Jenkins is the founding President
and CEO of Forest Trends.
Genevieve Bennett leads the Forest Trends
communications team.

UK Must Embrace Conifers in Climate
Fight, says Outgoing Forestry Chief
An article by Patrick Barkham published on https://www.theguardian.com
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ON-NATIVE conifer plantations have long been a scourge of conservationists, blamed
for wiping out woodland species and disfiguring landscapes, but exotic conifers will be
better at tackling the climate emergency than much-cherished broadleaved woodlands,
according to the outgoing chairman of the Forestry Commission.
Sir Harry Studholme, who has
headed England’s forestry agency
for the last seven years, warned
that there must not be a repeat of
past mistakes in the rush to plant
trees to meet the government’s
target of net zero carbon emissions
by 2050.
New plantations are already causing an
outcry with the Woodland Trust last week
pledging to remove saplings planted on a wildflower meadow full of orchids in Cumbria. The
placing of Sitka spruce plantations on Scottish
highlands and across the peat bogs of the Flow
Country in the 1970s and 1980s was a
“tragedy”, Studholme admitted.
However, he said a new generation of
woods, increasing Britain’s forest cover to its
highest levels since pre-Roman times, must
include non-native conifers and other exotic
species well suited to a rapidly warming climate.
The Committee on Climate Change has
called for a 1.5bn new trees by 2050, requiring
planting on 30,000 hectares of land a year,
increasing Britain’s forest cover from 13% to
19%. Charities including Friends of the Earth
and the Woodland Trust are campaigning for
even more new trees, particularly broadleaved
native woodland.
In 2018-19, just 13,400 hectares of new
trees were planted – the highest for a decade,
and mostly in Scotland.
The government’s target of 30,000 hectares
each year by 2025 is “tough but achievable,”
according to Studholme “It’s all hands to the
pump to deal with climate change.”
He predicted it would be “much harder” to
reach 1970s levels of more than 40,000
hectares per year. The 1970s tree-planting
boom was fuelled by generous tax breaks and
by using the cheapest land – which happened to
be beautiful upland scenery and ecologically
precious peat bogs, which are also a crucial
carbon sink. He said: “We’ve got to be very
careful in the rush to plant trees that we think
about what we’re planting. A tree is for life, not
just the moment you’re planting it. It repays the
thinking at the beginning.”
While increasing urban tree cover is popular
and uncontroversial, Studholme said the main
barrier to wider afforestation is high agricultural
land prices. Planting on cheap, low-quality
agricultural land is contentious because this is
usually in upland landscapes valued for wildlife
and open moorland, but planting on more
expensive, more fertile areas will take land out
of food production.
The key to reaching 30,000 hectares a year
will be forestry funds via the new system of
financial support for farmers after Brexit. This is

still being devised by the Department for
Environment, Food & Rural Affairs but could
fund farmers to shift to some forestry.
Scotland has increased its tree planting
largely through private investment but
Studholme said that in England the Forestry
Commission – if boosted by government funds
– could play a key role in planting a new
generation of accessible woodlands that provide
public recreation, health and biodiversity.
However, he warned that conservationists’
hostility towards non-native conifers was
“terribly problematic in climate change terms”,
with fast-growing conifers able to sequester
more carbon than native deciduous trees.
The denser timber of native oak sequesters
more carbon per cubic metre, but there are
many more cubic metres of timber in a Douglas
fir plantation because the trees can grow much
closer together, and the firs grow more quickly.
According to Studholme, while new
woodlands should not be planted on peat soils
– already a valuable carbon sink – non-native
plantations could enhance some open
moorland. On Dartmoor, for instance, conifer
plantations support birds including goshawks,
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siskins and crossbills that are not found in open
landscapes.
“It’s not as clear cut as open moorland good,
conifer plantation bad,” he said. “Are you better
having bracken or Sitka spruce? In terms of
employing people, carbon absorption or
biodiversity, Sitka spruce is not as bad as it
seems.”
He said there was not one “magic” single
species but that we needed resilient mixed
species plantations in an era of rapidly changing
climate and new tree diseases.
“Our
experience
in
the
Forestry
Commission over 100 years is that if you have a
prescriptive answer it’s just wrong,” he said.
“Land changes, the soil changes, the climate
changes. We need to do what’s right for each
different bit of land. To narrow your palette to
only native species in forestry is a really
restrictive idea.”
After seven years as chairman, Studholme
is retiring to spend more time managing his
forest in Devon. He has plantations of oak,
Douglas fir, western red cedar and larch, and is
experimenting with disease-resistant elm
cultivars as well as trialling walnut species,
which could provide a new crop as Britain’s
climate warms.
He said both deer and grey squirrels would
need to be controlled if we want healthy new
trees.
“It’s an uncomfortable thing to say, it’s
complicated, but we’re living in a managed
landscape and it has been for centuries,” he
said.
If the public want to stop using polluting
single-use plastic tree guards, “the answer to
not having guards is very, very good deer
control”, he said.

Norwich School Unveils Fresh Plans to Win
Over Councillors Who Objected to Felling Trees
An article by Simon Parkin published on www.edp24.co.uk

A

N independent school has revealed revised proposals for a new dining hall after its
previous bid was rejected by councillors because it involved cutting down 12 trees to
make way for it. The Norwich School said it had sought to address concerns about its
bid to build a new dining room, kitchen block and teaching facilities at its Bishop's Palace Lawn
site at Norwich Cathedral, replacing an existing prefabricated building that dates back to the
1960s.
"We are very clear on why the first
application was refused and we recognise that
we cannot simply make the same application
again. We have to show we have listened and
have understood the concerns.
"I think what we are proposing this time is
demonstrably better and I think it answers the
concerns that people legitimately had."
Planning officers had recommended the
school's previous application be approved,
The school last month gave a presaying the benefits outweighed the harm,
application presentation to members of Norwich
despite the council's own tree officer, landscape
City Council's planning committee to explain its
architect and natural areas officer objecting,
revised development that will include a
because a dozen trees would be felled.
comprising over 20 new trees within the
substantial tree planting scheme on the site and
However, members of the planning
application site, including two new large trees
in the wider cathedral precinct.
committee voted by six votes to five to reject the
and approximately 50 trees in the immediate
Steffan Griffiths, the Norwich School's
plans last June because losing the trees was
Cathedral Precinct within the City Centre
headmaster, said: "We wanted to take
against the council's own policies.
Conservation Area.
councillors through our thinking on how things
Among the trees affected is a 35-metre
To mitigate for the loss of trees, the school
have changed since the first application and
London Plane is estimated to be between 150
would also plant 682 trees and 130 young tree
hopefully take them on a journey of how we
and 200 years old and protected by a tree
seedlings on sites it owns in Horsford and at its
have got to where we have got to. We feel that
preservation order.
Redmayne playing fields, off North Walsham
perhaps the first time we didn't explain
The school's new plans will still see trees
Road.
ourselves as well as we might have done.
felled but will also include landscaping
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Fresh plans for the new
facilities, that would include a
dining hall seating 350 that would
also be used by community,
charitable and educational groups,
as well as by the school, are
expected to be formally submitted
this month.

People Fined over Dent Tree Works

Y

ORK Crown Court has fined a caravan and campsite owner and a Dent tree surgeon for
carrying out unauthorised work on a healthy and prominent 200-year old sycamore in the
Dent Conservation Area in the Yorkshire Dales National Park. In separate hearings, both
admitted breaching section 211 of the Town and Country Planning Act.
permissible. However, the judge also pointed
out that Dent was a well-known conservation
area and that Mr Middleton should have known
that checks were needed before carrying out
any work.”
As you can see from the picture on the left,
the tree has been left in a sorry looking state.
Not exactly the way in which a 200 year old tree
should be treated.
Let this be a lesson to us all. Not knowing
that a tree is protected is no defence. We
should all be aware of the TPOs and
Conservation Orders that are effective in our
areas.
Furthermore, if you are assured by
someone that a tree is not protected it is still
worth checking. The cost of getting it wrong can
be very high.
We need to preserve our trees. Not destroy
them!

The Yorkshire Dales National
Park
Authority
brought
the
prosecution after carrying out a
planning enforcement investigation
prompted by a complaint made by a
member of the public.
On 14 January, Margaret Taylor of High
Laning caravan and campsite in Dent admitted
the offence and was fined £2000 plus costs.
The, on 17 February, local tree surgeon Ian
Middleton was fined £700 for carrying out
unauthorised works to a tree in the Dent
conservation area and was ordered to pay costs
of £1,300 to The Yorkshire Dales National Park
Authority.
A National Park Authority spokesperson
said: “The Crown Court judge made clear that
Ian Middleton was misled by Margaret Taylor
into thinking that the work on the tree was
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Planting Trees with Christine
and Ben Jervis in Sprowston
By Jamie Henry, Community Asset Management Officer
at Broadland District Council
ERE’S some information that may be of interest to you all. Ben and Christine Jervis and
I have worked together to plant trees on Broadland open spaces in Sprowston. Ben and
Christine were keen to see some edible fruit and nut trees and we were happy to oblige.
They selected the species and Broadland District Council funded the purchase and installation
from their Amenity Tree budget.

H

We have really appreciated
Christine and Ben’s input and their
thoughts on trees for foraging. This
is the first time we have planted this
type of scheme in an amenity
space.
Hopefully it will be a
success.
The 7 trees planted were sweet chestnut
Castanea sativa, Black walnut Juglans nigra,
common walnut Juglans regia, medlar Mespilus
germanica,
damson
Prunus
domestica
'Hauszwetsche' and two Victoria plum Prunus
domestica 'Victoria'.
We sent a letter to local residents so that
they were kept informed about the planting.
That letter was as follows.
I am writing with regard to tree planting on
Broadland District Council owned amenity land
at Blithewood Gardens.
In the coming weeks we will be planting
seven trees on this land – please see the
attached plan. These trees have been chosen
to compliment the green space and their
spacing will ensure that they do not infringe on
properties or highway. We have kept the
number of trees to a minimum to retain the open

green space that is valued for its recreation and
visual amenity.
The type of tree has been selected in
partnership with Sprowston’s Tree Wardens.
We have chosen a range of edible fruit and nut
trees that we hope will be enjoyed by both
residents and wildlife. They will also capture
planet-warming carbon dioxide, promote
biodiversity, and encourage the local community
to learn more about foraging.
We will look after the new trees but they
would really benefit from any additional care. If
you are able to, we would really appreciate your
help. Please see our guidance on the reverse
of the attached plan.
If you would like to discuss this with me,
then please feel free to contact me directly.
Yours sincerely
Jamie Henry
Community Assets Management Officer
If any other Tree Wardens would like to get
involved in helping us select trees for our open
spaces then I would be very happy to hear from
them.

Donations from Parish Councils
As we approach the start of a new financial year, I am trying to finalise our budget for 20202021. This year we have benefitted greatly from the generous donations we have received
from the parishes and I would hope that, now we have shown just what a good job we can
do as an independent Network, parishes will be eager to donate once again.
Now, I understand that some councils may have overlooked the e-mail I sent out requesting
donations, so I ask you to check with the Clerk to your Council that the matter has been
considered and actioned … or will be in the near future.
Such funding is essential to the effective operation of our Network.
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How the Monkey Puzzle Tree got its Name
An article by Mark Griffiths published on www.countrylife.co.uk

O

NE of the most curious trees you'll see in Britain is also one of the most curiously-named:
the monkey puzzle tree. A new book examines the history of this lovely specimen and
provides an answer to Mark Griffiths. On a late summer day in 1834, a house party
gathered by the rock garden at Pencarrow, the Cornish seat of Sir William Molesworth MP. The
guests were there to witness the planting of a young Araucaria araucana, the first to be grown
at Pencarrow.
As a rule in tree-planting
ceremonies, the planter is more
celebrated than the tree, but not so
on this occasion. Ever since the
arrival of the first specimens in
Britain in 1795, this extraordinary
Chilean native had been an object
of wonder and longing.
Sir William paid the Chelsea nursery Knight
& Perry a princely £25 for his new prize — the
equivalent of over £3,000 today — aware that its
advent at Pencarrow would be a spectacle to
delight and fascinate the most distinguished of
guests.
One of these, on that day in 1834, was the
starry barrister Charles Austin. Testing the
apparently tactile quality of the young tree’s
branches, he received a sharp rebuke from its
hard-pointed leaves. ‘Climbing it,’ he quipped,
‘would be a puzzler for a monkey.’
This remark, it seems, is how the monkey
puzzle got its name. Or was it derived from
désespoir des singes, the similar, if more
defeatist, sobriquet for the same species, which
appears to have been current in France not long
afterwards?
The question is in character for Araucaria
araucana, which has spawned puzzles, enig-

mas and conflicting tales as intractable-seeming
as its branching pattern. All of these are
resolved in David Gedye’s sparklingly written
and beautifully illustrated new book, Araucaria
the monkey puzzle.
Definitive on the monkey puzzle’s UK introduction, Victorian vogue, living fossil status,
biology, ecology, ethnobotany and conservation, here, at last, is the biography that this
spectacular conifer so richly deserves.
As Mr Gedye explains, his lifelong
fascination with Araucaria araucana was
inspired by accounts of his head-gardener
great-great-grandfather, Philip Frost, who
tended some of the earliest English-raised
specimens at Dropmore in Buckinghamshire in
the first half of the 19th century. (To coax the
seeds to germinate, he kept them warm and
moist in a tin in his waistcoat pocket.)
The book is personal to him in another, still
more moving way: he has published it himself
and all profits will go to support the International
Conifer Conservation Programme. Whether or
not you would grow a monkey puzzle, to buy a
copy is to invest in the future of one of the
world’s most remarkable trees.
Araucaria the Monkey Puzzle by David
Gedye is published by Orakaria Press at £25
plus
£5
UK
p&p;
available
from
orakariapress@gmail.com

________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Broadland Tree Warden Network
is now a Tree Charter Branch

I

AM delighted to report that the Broadland Tree Warden Network is now a registered Tree
Charter Branch. The Charter for Trees, Woods and People (the Tree Charter) sets out the
principles for a society in which people and trees can stand stronger together and, therefore,
I believe that it is only right that the country’s leading Tree Warden Network (yes, I know it’s
only my opinion!) should be registered as a Branch.
If you visit https://treecharter.uk/
you can view a map showing all
Tree Charter Branches and you will
see how poorly covered East Anglia
is. Indeed, Norfolk is particularly
poor and we are definitely leading
the way for Tree Wardens.
The entry for our Network reads as follows.
Broadland Tree Wardens have been
planting, protecting and caring for trees and
woodlands in Broadland since 1990 when the

Tree Council launched the Tree Warden
Scheme and was one of the first district councils
in the country to set up a network of Parish Tree
Wardens.
The Broadland Tree Warden Network has 34
Tree Wardens covering some 63 town and
parish councils and parish meetings and, to
prevent the Wardens feeling isolated, we
encourage the creation of local groups that will
collectively carry out projects.
Broadland Tree Wardens are involved in a
wide range of tree related activities from
planting trees and their aftercare. That includes
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community woodland and orchards. They
recommend trees for protection by Broadland
District Council with Tree Preservation Orders
and monitor and comment on applications for
works to preserved trees.
I won’t go into further details in this issue of
Broadsheet about what being a Tree Charter
Branch will mean to us as, you will soon receive
a new section of our Handbook. That will give
you all the information you need to really make
an impact.
So why not start by organising a Walk in the
Woods for your parish for May?

Devon's 'Lost World' Rainforest
Saved After Amazing Public Appeal
An article by Colleen Smith published on www.devonlive.com

A

342 acre lost world of ancient woodland, vast heath and damp temperate forest has been
saved on Dartmoor, thanks to £1million raised by the public in just a few months. Experts
say the area is Dartmoor's equivalent of the rainforest because of its dense vegetation.
The important wildlife refuge is home to rare woodland creatures, including the barbastelle bat
that roosts in forgotten Medieval shafts, the elusive hazel dormouse which nest in the trees and
'nationally important' lichens that can only thrive in the pure atmosphere of Dartmoor.
Ausewell has been dubbed 'the
lost world' by experts due to its
dense vegetation, mirroring a
rainforest. The wildlife found at the
site has endured centuries of
human
intervention
including
mining, charcoal making and in
recent history the planting of nonnative trees in ancient woodland.
It is a valuable wildlife Site of Special
Scientific Interest where other key species
include cuckoos, lesser spotted woodpeckers
and pied flycatchers.
The Woodland Trust launched an appeal in
autumn 2019 to raise £1million to help buy
Ausewell woods and donations came flooding in
fast. Now it will restore the lost native trees and
recolonise the ancient woodland.
Last month it announced that it can now join the
National Trust, which owns the other part of the
site, to help save Ausewell woods.
Ausewell will open to the public later this
year once the purchase has completed and
initial access work has taken place. As a refuge
for nature Ausewell will be a place for people to
enjoy in an unobtrusive way.
Woodland Trust Site Manager Dave
Rickwood said: “It’s very exciting that, thanks to
the public’s help, we can complete the purchase
of Ausewell Wood and start working with the
National Trust to restore this valuable wildlife
habitat. It means we can protect this 342 acre
lost world with its rugged woodland, vast heath
and damp temperate forest.”
“Through our restoration work we will create
crucial havens for endangered wildlife species
such as the shy hazel dormouse which nests in
the trees and the rare barbastelle bat that roosts
in forgotten medieval shafts. Nationally
important lichen communities can continue to
thrive in the pure atmosphere.”
The two charities have plans to carefully
managing the non-native conifer areas to allow
nature to recover. This will allow plants and
trees from former woodland species to recover
and re-colonise the ancient woodland areas
thus supporting a range of climate threatened
wildlife.
"Wildlife monitoring has already take place
to help shape our management and gain an
understanding of how climate change is having
an effect," the Woodland Trust said. "The plans
involve working with the local community,

providing opportunities for people to explore and
learn more about Ausewell Wood, its habitats
and the wildlife found there.
"It gives the opportunity to work with other
organisations and landowners linking areas
across Dartmoor to deliver a better, bigger,
more widespread and more connected
landscape for wildlife.”
Alex Raeder, the National Trust’s south
west Conservation Manager, said: “The
National Trust is delighted to be working again
with the Woodland Trust to secure the future of
our finest wooded habitats. This is more
important than ever in the fight against climate
change and biodiversity loss. Ausewell Wood is
an astonishingly beautiful place and the mix of
heathland and wooded habitats provide habitat
for redstarts and places for rare lichens to thrive.
“We will be creating some access into the
woods, which until now has not formally existed,
so that people can discover Ausewell’s natural
beauty for themselves. Routes will be low-key to
help look after the wildlife that everyone values
so highly.”
He added: “Ausewell exemplifies the
importance of the Dart Valley for nature and
through our joint care of this place with the
Woodland Trust, we intend to make it even
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better in future.”
The National Trust secured part of the
purchase of the site through gifts in wills whilst
the Woodland Trust raised its share through a
public appeal. With the purchase sealed, the
organisations are now concentrating their efforts
on raising the extra £1.5 million to start work and
protect and restore the site.
The two Trusts are not strangers to working
together. They jointly own and manage nearby
Fingle Woods. They are also working with a
wide range of partners to provide resilient
wildlife habitats in the wider Dartmoor
landscape

This Tree is So Toxic, You Can't
Even Stand Under it When it Rains
An article by Signe Dean published on www.sciencealert.com

I

N 1999, radiologist Nicola Strickland went on a holiday to the Caribbean island of Tobago, a
tropical paradise complete with idyllic, deserted beaches. On her first morning there, she
went foraging for shells and corals in the white sand, but the holiday quickly took a turn for
the worse. Scattered amongst the coconuts and mangoes on the beach, Strickland and her
friend found some sweet-smelling green fruit that looked much like small crab-apples.
Both foolishly decided to take a
bite. Within moments the pleasantly
sweet flavour was overwhelmed by
a peppery, burning feeling and an
excruciating tightness in the throat
that gradually got so bad, the
women could barely swallow.
The fruit in question belonged to the
manchineel tree (Hippomane mancinella),
sometimes referred to as 'beach apple' or
'poison guava'. It's native to the tropical parts of
southern North America, as well as Central
America, the Caribbean, and parts of northern
South America.
The plant bears another name in Spanish,
arbol de la muerte, which literally means "tree of
death". According to the Guinness World
Records, the manchineel tree is in fact the most
dangerous tree in the world.
As explained by the Florida Institute of Food
and Agricultural Sciences, all parts of
manchineel are extremely poisonous, and
"interaction with and ingestion of any part of this
tree may be lethal".
Manchineel belongs to the large and diverse
Euphorbia genus, which also contains the
decorative Christmas poinsettia. The tree
produces a thick, milky sap, which oozes out of
everything - the bark, the leaves and even the
fruit - and can cause severe, burn-like blisters if
it comes into contact with skin.
That's because the sap contains a range of
toxins; it's thought that the most serious
reactions come from phorbol, an organic
compound that belongs to the diterpene family
of esters.
As phorbol is highly water-soluble, you don't
even want to be standing under a manchineel
when it's raining. The raindrops carrying the
diluted sap can still severely burn your skin.
Due to these horrifying properties, in some
parts of the tree's natural range they are painted
with a red cross, a red ring of paint, or even
paired with explicit warning signs.
You'd think humans could just remove the
trees, but they actually play a valuable role in
their local ecosystems - as a large shrub, the
manchineel grows into dense thickets that
provide excellent wind-breaking and a
protection against coastal erosion on Central
American beaches.

There have been reports of severe cases of
eye inflammation and even temporary blindness
caused by the smoke of burning manchineel
wood - not to mention the effects of inhaling the
stuff.
However, Caribbean carpenters have been
using manchineel wood in furniture for
centuries, after carefully cutting it and drying in
the sun to neutralise the poisonous sap.
"The real death threat comes from eating its
small round fruit," Ella Davies writes for the
BBC. "Ingesting the fruit can prove fatal when
severe vomiting and diarrhoea dehydrate the
body to the point of no return."
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Fortunately, Strickland and her friend lived
to tell the tale, because they only ate a tiny
amount of death apple. In 2000, Strickland
published a letter in The British Medical Journal,
describing her symptoms in detail.
It took over eight hours for their pain to
slowly subside, as they carefully sipped pina
coladas and milk. The toxin went on to drain into
the lymph nodes on their necks, providing
further agony.
"Recounting our experience to the local’s
elicited frank horror and incredulity, such was
the fruit's poisonous reputation," Strickland
wrote. "We found our experience frightening."

CITES Tree Species Programme
Launches Dedicated Website

T

HE CITES Secretariat has launched a dedicated website for the European Union-funded
CITES Tree Species Programme (CTSP), in all three working languages of the Convention:
English, French and Spanish. The website is available at www.cites-tsp.org and
comprehensively introduces the CITES Tree Species Programme. The various sections present
the programme background, structure and contact information, as well as news and events.
The website will be updated
routinely with information about the
programme and the activities it
supports with Parties in Central and
South America and the Caribbean,
Africa and Asia. A ‘Resources’
section contains manuals and
documents relating to CITES and
tree species. The sections are
illustrated with images of field and
project work.
Finally, a ‘Programme map’ contains
categories and filters to find information on a
project, a tree species, or a meeting.
This website creates an interactive and
user-friendly browsing experience for everyone
interested in the work of the CTSP and in the
efforts of Parties working towards strengthening
their capacities to implement the Convention for
listed-tree species.
The CTSP team will regularly update the
information on progress made and the results of
the various activities the programme supports.
The new website is to bolster the visibility of the
programme and serve as a centralized
information tool for all stakeholders involved.

N 14 July 2017, the CITES
Secretariat
and
the
European
Commission
announced their collaboration in a
project
for
the
sustainable
management of CITES-listed tree
species, and the conservation of
the African elephants.

O

This involved a significant financial
contribution of 8 million Euro from the European
Union (EU), of which 7 million Euro were
earmarked to support the project component
relating to CITES-listed tree species.
The CITES Tree Species Programme
selected and provided financial support to 17
projects that work towards the conservation and
management of 8 CITES-listed tree species and
two genera including rosewood species from

Central and South America and the Caribbean.
By working to strengthen their capacity in
key areas of implementation, such as the
formulation
of
non-detriment
findings,
enforcement, marking and traceability, and the
identification of tree products, the Programme
aims to ensure these States can keep their trade
in timber, bark, extracts and other related
products legal, sustainable, and traceable.
Figures on wildlife crime, such as those of
the 2016 UN World Wildlife Crime Report by the
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC), have shown that timber, and most
notably rosewood products, are some of the
species that are most frequently targeted by
illegal trade flows.
In line with UN Sustainable Development
Goal number 15 on conserving life on land including forests, the ecosystems they provide,
and the trees that form them -, the CTSP is set
up to improve and strengthen forest governance
in a way that allows Parties to benefit from longterm species conservation, hence halting
biodiversity loss, while also supporting the
livelihoods of communities that rely on forests
and trade in forest products.
Currently, there are over 900 species of
commercially valuable trees listed in the CITES
Appendices. Their inclusion reflects the
Conference of the Parties’ concerns for the
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long-term survival of these species, and their will
to conserve them and avoid overexploitation.
Speaking about the EU-funded project
during the 2019 CITES Conference of the
Parties, the Head of the European Union
delegation Mr. Jorge Rodriguez-Romero said:
"We are very much encouraged by the
significant efforts made by a large number of
Parties to implement tree species listings over
the last years. Beyond decisions at international
meetings, we are particularly keen to make sure
that work can take place on the ground, at the
level of national authorities, local agencies and
stakeholders involved in the management of
these tree species."
For CITES Secretary General Ivonne
Higuero, "the CITES Tree Species Programme
is setting an interesting example on how to
strengthen Parties’ implementation of and
commitment to the Convention when dealing
with species that are often targeted by illegal
traders. We are grateful to the European Union
for providing resources to the Secretariat to
assist CITES Parties in reversing CITES-listed
tree species negative trends. Providing such an
initiative with its own dedicated platform will help
spread its work and contribute to reinforce the
visibility of collaborative efforts to conserve
wildlife and ensure legal and traceable trade
flows of wildlife in general."

‘Idiotic’ EU Rule Places Britain’s Wildlife
at Risk from Devastating Deadly Disease
An article by Wesley Hudson published on /www.express.co.uk/news

B

RITAIN'S wildlife could be at risk from a devastating outbreak of a new ash dieback tree
disease as a result of an "idiotic" EU regulation. The new EU rule says national measures
can only be used for “quarantine pests”, which are diseases not already established in
a territory. As ash dieback is already prevalent in the UK, the Government has been forced to
revoke its ban.
Mr Paterson said: “One of the
huge advantages of Brexit will be
getting full control of our borders
and protecting the country from
plant and animal diseases with
vigorous, intelligence-led systems.

The disease was originally found in the UK
Prince Charles said the death of British
on saplings in a Buckinghamshire nursery,
trees from new pests and diseases has caused
which had 2000 trees from Holland.
him deep anguish. Speaking at Kew Gardens
Woodland Trust’s Matt Elliot said: “We are
last week, he lamented the “appealing tragedy”
disappointed the new EU regulations have led
of Britain’s lost trees. He warned even Britain’s
to a relaxation in biosecurity. The big threat now
native oak trees are now a “deep cause for
is if a new and more aggressive strain of ash
concern”.
dieback comes into the EU. With these new
The Prince of Wales praised scientists and
“To knowingly import diseased ash trees
rules that strain could spread quite easily.”
botanists for their work and urged them to be
seems completely idiotic and there will be new,
The Tree Council’s Jon Stokes urged
“more cautious, more vigilant and more
violent strains that could end up bringing fresh
people not to take advantage of the lifting of the
demanding, very demanding, in tackling this
disease into the country. It is going to be tragic.”
ban. He said: “There is no guaranteed diseasemajor environmental risk”.
Scientists are currently working towards
tolerant ash on the market yet.”
breeding a disease-resistant type of the trees
However, the Government said it does not
Editor’s comment – I cannot stress
amid fears the UK could lose 70% of its ashes,
expect the resumption of imports from the EU to
enough the importance of ensuring that the
around 70million in total.
increase the rate at which the disease spreads.
trees we plant have known provenance. I
The EU Plant Health Regulation took effect
Ash imported from outside the EU remains
have ensured that every plant our Network
in January, just before Britain left the EU. The
banned.
has supplied is from a suitable and reputable
regulation will be in force until the end of the
A Department for Environment, Food and
source.
Brexit transition period in December.
Rural Affairs spokesman said: “Everyone who
Remember. It’s a bit like your fruit bowl.
Before the ban in October 2012, Britain
moves or imports regulated plants must comply
One bad tree can spoil the whole woodland!
imported thousands of ash plants from infected
with strict conditions and these protections will
parts of Europe.
remain in force when we leave the EU.”
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A Very Wet and Windy Day to Save the Planet!
By Peter Croot, Tree Warden for Coltishall

O

N Sunday 23 February, a group of very enthusiastic volunteers gathered at the entrance
of St Michael's Lane, Coltishall (off Tunstead Road, St James), to plant 35 oak trees.
Never heard of St Michael's Lane? Neither had I and I have lived here all my life! Then
some very kind soul researched what I thought was Green Lane and found that it was in fact St
Michael's Lane (any ideas why it is called that?!).
Around 25 turned up, the better
prepared wearing wet weather
clothing and, as it turned out, were
the more fortunate! It had been
raining heavily the night before and
had appeared to have stopped but
the wind certainly hadn’t!
I had been looking at the weather report the
night before and it looked as though the band of
rain would be gone by our 10:00 start. I wish the
weather had watched the same TV program as
I had!
Just as we were demonstrating the way to
plant a tree and fix the tree shelter, the rain
returned with the wind blowing, almost
horizontally! Fortunately that didn’t deter our
band of tree planters who bravely sloshed their

way to the previously positioned marker canes
and began planting the trees.
We had a wide age range of tree planters
and all mucked in to get the job done. Many
hands made light work and a little after 11 am all
the trees were planted. The rain had stopped
but the wind continued which was welcomed, as
it would blow dry some rather wet clothes! We
were rather muddy, especially some of the
children who took great delight in getting even
muddier (sorry mums and dads!).
There were a few more trees to plant but the
Tree Wardens for Coltishall planted those a few
days later, bringing the total planted to 60. We
kept some trees back as replacements in case
of ‘casualties' due to a hot summer(!?).
So many thanks to our Broadland Tree
Warden Network for financing the project from
its Broadland District Council tree planting
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budget.
Thanks to the Blackrow Nurseries, the
supplier of trees, stakes and shelters, etc.
Although he was very busy on the morning we
arrived to collect our order, he managed to get
all everything sorted efficiently and quickly.
Many thanks, especially to the brave
volunteers and fellow Tree Wardens who
cheerfully carried out the planting in some of the
worst conditions I have been in whilst tree
planting. Finally, thank you to the landowners
who generously permitted us to use their land
for this project.
Several of the more senior planters will not
be here in 50 years to see the progress of the
trees but hopefully the younger ones will come
here (possibly with their children!) and proudly
say “I did that!” I wonder what their world will be
like in 50 years!

Australia’s Aggressive Bushfires Destroyed
over a Fifth of the Nation's Forest
An article by Rachel Baxter published on www.iflscience.com
HE unprecedented blazes that swept through Australia during the nation’s summer
months were so aggressive they destroyed about a fifth of the nation’s forests. The fires
have been linked to climate change, as long-term droughts caused by global warming
created the perfect environment for flames to burn.

T

In recent months, scientists
have been trying to gauge the exact
extent of the wildfires and identify
why they were so extreme. Some of
their findings have now been
reported in a special edition of
Nature Climate Change.
One study found that 5.8 million hectares
(14.3 million acres) of broadleaf forest were
decimated between September 2019 and
January 2020 in the hardest-hit states of Victoria
and New South Wales, accounting for 21% of
Australia’s entire forested area.
Most of the time, the amount of Australian
forest lost to annual wildfires is just 2% of the
total. The researchers believe they have underestimated the 2019/2020 fire season figure, as
they did not include Tasmania in their data.
"Halfway through spring 2019 we realised
that a very large part of the eastern Australian
forest could be burned in this single season,"

Matthias Boer, from the Hawkesbury Institute for
the Environment at Western Sydney University,
Penrith, told AFP.
"The shock came from realising that this
season was off the charts globally in terms of the
percentage of the continental section of a forest
biome that burned."
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The Australian bush is home to many iconic
animals found nowhere else on Earth, like
koalas and wallabies, and it’s estimated that
over a billion animals died in the recent fires.
Some of the worst-affected species that you
might not have heard of include the glossy black
cockatoo, the Hastings River mouse, and the
Kangaroo Island dunnart, a little marsupial
found solely on the island with which it shares
its name. Losing a fifth of Australia’s forest
habitat certainly spells bad news for the wildlife
that resides there.
So why has this bushfire season been so
terrible? For the past few years, the MurrayDarling Basin, a vast area in south-eastern
Australia home to 2 million people that holds a
large system of rivers and is crucial to much of
Australia’s agriculture has been unusually dry,
experiencing the longest period of belowaverage rainfall since 1900.
The lack of rain is linked to Indian Ocean
Dipole (IOD) events, which can bring rain to the
region. Negative IOD events which occur when
the waters of the eastern Indian Ocean are
warmer than in the west, can up rainfall but as
ocean temperatures rise with global warming,
the number of these events has declined,
starving south-eastern Australia of rain.
"With climate change, there have been
projections that there will be more positive IOD
events and fewer negative IOD events," Andrew
King of the University of Melbourne, lead author
of a Nature Climate Change paper, told AFP.
"This would mean that we'd expect more dry
seasons in Australia and possibly worse
droughts."
Of course, more droughts mean more fires.
A dry, arid environment provides lots of fuel for
fires in the form of dry vegetation and once the
flames have been extinguished, a drought
makes it harder for plant life to recover.
With intense bushfire seasons set to
become more normal as the world warms,
Australia’s government must swiftly take action
against climate change to protect the country in
the years to come.

Dr Jo’s Corner
The column by Jo Parmenter, Reedham’s Parish Tree Warden

When is a Strawberry not a Strawberry?
When it’s one of these! Easy enough to tell that it’s not the native wild strawberry when in full
flower, as here; but unless it is flowering, it is very, very similar. The leaves are close in shape
and colour to wild strawberry and the fruit is strawberry-like (despite its common name
Potentilla indica does bear edible fruit, but the flavour is not particularly exciting, by all
accounts).
When found in the vegetative state,
without helpful clues such as yellow
flowers, the observer needs to look at
the length of the stalk of the terminal
leaflet: if more than 1mm long, then
consider Potentilla indica as a
possible identification, particularly if
you’re in or near to habitation.

Potentilla indica was introduced to
the UK as a garden plant and is native
to eastern and southern Asia, hence
its alternative common name of Indian
strawberry. It has made its escape to
the wild, possibly because it spreads
rather enthusiastically by means of
rooting runners and thus makes its

way through the boundary hedge, or
else is ‘evicted’; but tends still to be
restricted to urban areas; this patch
was in Hingham churchyard on the
border between east and west Norfolk.
As you can see from the photos, it
flowers more or less year-round when
conditions are sufficiently mild.

Change to Layout of Tree Preservation
Orders and Conservation Area News
You will notice a change in the layout of the Tree Preservation Orders and Conservation Area News section
of this month’s Broadsheet. I have added a column to define if the application is for works to tree subject to
a Tree Preservation Order or one within a Conservation Area.
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Tree Preservation Orders and
Conservation Area News
Broadland Tree Preservation Orders Served, Confirmed and Revoked
TPO Number

Address

Served

Trees Protected

Status

2019 No 8 (1301)

1 South Avenue, Thorpe St Andrew

23/08/2019

T1 Monterey cypress
T2 Lawson cypress

Confirmed with modification on
18/02/2020

2019 No 9 (1302)

43 & 45 Rosa Close, Spixworth

17/10/2019

2 multi-stemmed lime

Confirmed without modification on
18/02/2020

2020 No 1 (1303)

Robin Hill, 16 South Walsham Road, Acle

17/02/2020

All trees on site

Served

2020 No 2 (1304)

Agricultural land north of Buxton Road,
Aylsham

19/02/2020

2 x oak

Served

Current Works to Trees Subject to a Tree Preservation Order and Section
211 Notifications for Works to Trees Within Conservation Areas
App No

Address

Cat

Species / Requested Works

20191487

Thatched House, 10 The Street,
Coltishall

211

Coppicing of 6 sallow and 3 silver birch. Currently 8m in Height.

20191501

3 Station Road, Foulsham

211

Yew trees - removal of branches overhanging boundary.

Approved

20191561

10 The Avenue, Wroxham

211

T1 Lawson cypress – fell.

Approved

20191569

68 St Williams Way, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 oak - end weight reduction. Reduce width from 13.5m 8m.

20191764

The Loft, Aylsham Water Mill, Mill Row,
Aylsham

211

Lime – fell.

211

T1- fell.
T2 yew - crown lift to 4m & reduce laterals to rear of property by
2-2.5m.
T3 sycamore - remove to coppice.
T4 - remove all sycamore stems and holly 5m of garden wall.

Withdrawn

Split decision

20191768

Belt Farm, Mill Row, Aylsham

Decision

20191827

Point House, 5 High Street, Coltishall

211

T1 lime - reduce crown min height of 12m and width of approx 67m.
T2
silver birch - fell to just above ground level.
T3 lime - reduce crown by 2m to leave min height of 9m and
width of approx 4 -5m.

20191917

Thamesdene, Scotch Hill Road,
Taverham

TPO

G1 - 1 x Norway spruce, 1 x Scots pine and 1 x hawthorn –
remove.

20191936

Haveringland Hall Country Park,
Cawston

TPO

T17 copper beech - remove all eastern branches (10+) and one
western limb above property.
T78 silver birch – remove limbs over property.
T75 oak - remove limbs over gas tank.

20191982

Bircham Centre, Market Place, Reepham

211

T1 and T2 holly – fell.

20191983

Budgens of Aylsham, 14 Norwich Road,
Aylsham

211

T1 & T2 goat willow saplings and T3 conifer – fell.
T4 - all other ash trees on boundary - remove low overhanging
branches up to 3m.
T5 - reduce all shrubs to fence height.

Approved

20200009

2 Beech Court, Beech Avenue,
Taverham

TPO

G2 (TG 15363, 14313) - remove of dead grand fir.

Approved

20200016

1 Belmore Road, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 beech - dismantle to main break in fork (approx 1.8m above
ground level). Tree has Meripilus giganteus on root plate.

Approved

20200032

Old Catton VC Middle School, Church
Street, Old Catton

211

T1 mature lime - reduce height from 21m to 17.5m and shape
into natural dome shape.

Approved
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20200035

Burgh House, Burgh Road, Aylsham

211

Sycamore x 2 – remove.

Approved

20200040

Lodge Farm Court, Repton Avenue,
Old Catton

TPO

T4 blue Atlas cedar - reduce crown height from 14m to approx
12m and crown spread from 6m to a maximum of 5m.
T7 blue Atlas cedar – fell,

13/01/2020

20200041

Oak Lea, 11 Burnt House Road, Cantley

TPO

Oak - crown raise to approx 7m high from the road height.

13/01/2020

20200042

Gilden Croft, 56 Norwich Road,
Horsham and Newton St Faith

TPO

Removal of 2 dead horse-chestnuts and 1 dead ash.

Approved

20200054

1 The Maltings, Millgate, Aylsham

211

Silver birch – fell.

Approved

20200102

3 The Meadows, Aylsham

211

Norway spruce – fell.

Approved

20200136

139 Norwich Road, Wroxham

211

Lawson cypress x 3 – remove.

Approved

20200137

101 Lower Street, Salhouse

TPO

Willow – dead. Remove.

Approved

20200140

15 Shakespeare Way, Taverham

TPO

English oak - reduce west by 4m, north-east by 2m and canopy
all over house by 2m.

15/01/2020

20200141

17 Shakespeare Way, Taverham

TPO

T3 Turkey oak - reduce north-east crown by 4m, crown southeast over roof and crown south-west by 4m.

15/01/2020

20200148

Air Training Corps HQ, Chartwell Road,
Sprowston

TPO

Remove lower branch broken at main stem and hooked into the
tree canopy.

22/01/2020

20200152

Old Brewery Mews, Granary Loke,
Ollands Road, Reepham

211

Oak - remove epicormic growth within crown. Reduce away from
eastern building by 1m and to the southern side by 1.5m, both to
suitable pruning points retaining crown shape.

Approved

20200168

The Croft, 92 Taverham Road,
Taverham

211

T1 multi-stemmed oak - remove one stem leaning over
neighbouring property.

27/01/2020

Approved

20200177

1 Hillside Road, Thorpe St Andrew

211

G1 Malus spp - prune back to previous pruning points (reducing
by around 1.5m to a height of 2m) and thin by 15%.
T2 holly - reduce by 1m from 4m to 3m.
T3 bay laurel - reduce from around 7m to 5m.
T4 magnolia - thin by 20% and reduce extremities growing
toward neighbours and over outbuilding by a maximum of 1m.

20200180

Tanamera, 165 Shakespeare Way,
Taverham

TPO

T1 oak - fell.

28/01/2020

20200182

12 Plumstead Road, Thorpe End

211

Oak - crown lift to 5m over drive entrance.

Approved

20200183

Drayton Grove, Drayton

TPO

T1 Monterey cypress - raise height to give 5m clearance over
road and 4m clearance over garden. Remove minor laterals and
branch arising approx 1.8 - 2m above footpath. Clean to remove
dead wood, cross of split branches and hanging branches.

28/01/2020

20200191

61 Charles Close, Wroxham

211

T1 sweet chestnut – re-pollard back to previous points.

Approved

20200192

41 Low Road, Hellesdon

TPO

T1 beech - raise canopy to 5m all round to allow more light.
Reduce lateral branches growing toward the property by 2-3m
from 7m to avoid future damage to the property.

28/01/2020

20200205

3 The Copse, Saint Andrews Park,
Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1, T2, T3 and T4 ash - fell.

30/01/2020

20200211

1 Gillett Drive, Halvergate

211

T1 Monterey cypress – fell.

31/01/2020

TPO

T1 lime- removal of epicormic growth on main trunk up to max
1m.

03/02/2020

03/02/2020

20200217

14A Cucumber Lane, Brundall

20200226

Meadow Lodge, 4A Meadow Lane,
Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 oak - raise canopy from 4m - 5m to 6m and reduce branch
secondary growth by 1 - 1.5m especially to east where growth is
above neighbouring bungalow, currently 10 - 12 m from main
trunk the reduction will then provide clearance from adjacent
bungalow roof of 4.5m - 5m.
T2 & T3 oak - raise canopy from 3m - 4m to achieve a crown lift
which will provide a clearance of 4.5m - 5.5m and reduce branch
secondary growth by 1 - 1.5m.
T4 oak - raise canopy from 3m - 4m to achieve a crown lift which
will provide a clearance of 4.5m - 5.5m and reduce branch
secondary growth by 1 - 1.5 m plus remove limb growth above
old pollard area to east where there are signs of decay and
scarring. Reduce balancing limb to west which is currently 15m 16m long.

20200227

The Knoll, 13 Highfield Avenue, Brundall

TPO

2 x lime in G1 and 1 in G2 - prune to previous pollard points.
Holly in G1 – reduce height by 1.8m from approx 9m and width
by 1.2m.

03/02/2020

20200234

Land adjacent to Reepham Station,
Station Road, Reepham

TPO

Oak - reduce canopy from 11m to 9.5m and crown lift to
maximum of 5m over the roadway.

31/01/2020
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20200235

(Plot 3) 16B Harvey Lane, Thorpe St
Andrew

211

Row of limes – pollard.

Approved

20200243

56 Thunder Lane, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

7 x Portuguese laurel - fell and plant 2 x silver birch.

29/01/2020

20200244

151 Norwich Road, Wroxham

211

Removal of dead branch.

Approved

20200245

52 Charles Close, Wroxham

211

Removal of dead tree.

20200258

The Beeches, 68 Cawston Road,
Aylsham

TPO

T1 evergreen oak - current height and width 10m; reduce overall
by 1m and shape.

05/02/2020

20200265

1 School Lane, Thorpe St Andrew

211

T1 beech - reduce height from 15m to 10m.
T2 ash - fell due to ash die back.
T3 ash - remove diseased branch at high level.

05/02/2020

07/02/2020

20200266

Marsh Winds, 3 Skinners Lane,
Wroxham

211

T1 Cedrus Atlantica 'Glauca' - crown clean and remove major
deadwood. Reduce southern and eastern aspects of crown by
2m to balance and reduce bias.
T2 beech - reduce branches overhanging property by 1-2m back
to appropriate growth points and crown lift to provide a minimum
of 3m clearance over the driveway.

20200271

Hill House, Heydon Road, Aylsham

TPO

T2 horse chestnut – fell.

10/02/220

20200278

Playground, Park Road, Wroxham

211

T1, T2 & T3 cherry - crown raise to 3m. Reduce encroaching
limbs from house by 1-5-2.0m.
T4 hawthorn - fell due to failure and split stem.

07/02/2020

20200279

28 Leewood, Back Street, Horsham St
Faiths

TPO

T1 alder - current height 13.5m, reduce crown by 2m.

07/02/2020

20200285

199 Norwich Road, Wroxham

211

T1, T2, T3 & T4 conifer/pine – fell.

12/02/2020

20200300

Aisden, 1 Harrolds Grove, Heydon Road,
Heydon

211

Willow – dead; remove.

Approved

20200309

13 South Avenue, Thorpe St Andrew

211

T1 - Pittosporum – fell.
G2 – 4 x Lawson cypress - reduce height from 12m to 8m.

17/02/2020

20200316

Land Adj Willow End, Swan Plain,
Horsham St Faith

211

Ash - reduce back from Willow End's back garden by 5m.

17/02/2020

20200322

9 Millgate, Aylsham

211

3 x conifers - remove

12/02/2020

20200335

Sparrow Cottage, The Street, Oulton

211

Silver birch: Current approx height, crown lift to ?

18/02/2020

20200340

Longcroft Cottage, 21 Station Road,
Foulsham

211

Eucalyptus – fell.

19/02/2020

20200341

Cambridge House , 9 The
Boulevard,Great Little Plumstead

211

3 x Willow - Reduce back to previous pollard points.

13/02/2020

20200342

Keys Hill Wood, Keys Drive, Wroxham

211

T1 ash- fell.

19/02/2020

20200343

19 Lower Street, Salhouse

211

T1 fig – fell.

19/02/2020

20200344

1 Oak Tree Close, Cantley

TPO

T1 oak - removal of lower branches below 2m.

20/02/2020

17/02/2020

20200347

74 Sandy Lane, Taverham

TPO

T1 oak – reduce overhanging branches by 1-2 m and canopy by
3-4m.
T2 sweet chestnut – reduce crown by 2-3m.
T3 sycamore - reduce and re-shape crown by 2-3m. Crown thin
by 20-30%.

20200364

23 Oakfield Road, Aylsham

211

Scots pine - overhanging branch currently 5-6m long to be cut by
approx 1.5m. Crown reduction from 15m by approx 1-1.5m.

24/02/2020

20200372

Forge Cottage, 25 The Street.
South Walsham

TPO

T1 sycamore - remove deadwood and crossing branches. Raise
canopy to 4m. Remove one over-extended lateral branch that
has grown towards an undesirable location within garden. Due
to the tree’s form and good vitality the removal of this limb will be
inconsequential to the shape of the crown.

24/02/2020

20200373

County Hall, Martineau Lane, Norwich

TPO

Details attached.

24/02/2020

TPO

T1 silver birch - remove as touching phone wires and is the
struggling one of the group.
T2 field maple - remove as in phone wires and suppressed by
other trees.
T3 & T4 field maple - reduce side branches to suitable growth
points.

24/02/2020

20200378

Chestnut Meadow Barn, The Street,
Halvergate
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T1 pine - lift crown over neighbours' by removing lowest branch
to reduce nuisance and interference with neighbours’ property.
T2 lime and T3 oak- reduce crown to height of pine tree and
reduce south-east crown spread to allow 4m clearance from
house to re-balance crown, reduce shading and future
interference with house in the interests of good management
practice.

20200379

16A Hurn Road, Drayton

TPO

20200382

Horstead Mill Car Park, Mill Road,
Horstead

211

T1 ash - cut back low branches over access to a height of 5m.

24/02/2020

20200387

40 Wood Lane, Burgh and Tuttington

211

T1 ash – remove 2 branches.

13/02/2020

20200388

1 The Street, Burgh and Tuttington

211

2 x ashes - reduction of three branches approx 8-6m.

13/02/2020

20200402

Royal Norwich Golf Club, Weston Park,
Weston Hall Road, Weston Longville

TPO

T1 beech overhanging Dinosaur Park car park – reduce canopy
height of 4m.
T2 oak by green keepers’ car park – rReducte overhanging limb
by 3-4m.

25/02/2020

24/02/2020

Explanatory Notes:
1) App No is the unique Broadland District Council Planning Application number allocated to the application to carry out work and is the number by
which progress of the application may be traced. Any comment, objection, support or request for information should quote this number.
2) Address is the address to which the application for work relates. In other words, it is the address where the trees for which the application is made
are located.
3) Cat (ie Category) denotes the type of application. TPO = works to trees subject to a Tree Preservation Order; or
211 = Section 211 Notifications for Works to Trees Within Conservation Areas
4) Species / Requested Works is the species of the tree(s) concerned and details of the work proposed. A reference such as T1, T2 or G1 may also
appear and that is simply a reference to the tree(s) on the TPO, Conservation Order or simply on the application.
5) Received is either the date on which the application was received by Broadland District Council or the actual decision.
6) This list is not intended to be a definitive list of all the relevant details. The reader should always refer to the specific application on the Broadland
District Council “Planning Explorer” at https://secure.broadland.gov.uk/Northgate/PlanningExplorer/GeneralSearch.aspx to view the application or
read the Council’s decision.

Tree Planting at Thorpe Marriott Greenway
Don’t forget this event to be held on Tuesday 10 March 2020 at 18 Long Dale, Drayton, Norwich NR8 6AU
starting at 09:00. Bring your own spade and dress sensibly. We recommend gloves, safety shoes or stout
walking boots and high visibility clothing if you have them. Remember to bring water and any refreshments
that you might require whilst on site.
This is more of a turn up and chip in event. If you need any guidance on how to plant the whips and stake
and cane them then the contractor, Paul Smith, will be able to help, though I am sure that most of you are more
than familiar with this process!
Many thanks for your help and enthusiasm as always.

Coming in Next Month’s Information
Packed Edition of Broadsheet !
In next month’s edition of Broadsheet I hope to bring you details of The Tree Council’s
exciting plans for Tree Warden training. If all goes to plan we shall all benefit from a new training
package that will be far more extensive than anything we have ever experienced before.
We shall be discussing this subject at the Tree Warden Advisory Group (TWAG) meeting to
be held in Birmingham on 3 March but until then we have been asked to keep details as
“confidential” and I’m sure that you will all appreciate that.
For now though, rest assured that we have great time coming under the excellent leadership
of CEO Sara Lom and her team and be sure to look at the newly launched website. It is still
under construction, so you will have to bear with that for a while, but you will see what a great
site it is going to be.
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